
ON THE MATHEMATICS OF HIGHER STRUCTURES

NILS A. BAAS

1. Introduction

In a series of papers [2–18] we have discussed higher structures in
science in general, and developed a framework called Hyperstructures
for describing and working with higher structures. In [12] we discussed
the philosophy behind higher structures and formulated a principle
in six stages — the Hyperstructure Principle — for forming higher
structures.
In this paper we will relate hyperstructures and the general principle

to known mathematical structures. We also discuss how they may give
rise to new mathematical structures and prepare a framework for a
mathematical theory.
Let us first recall from [12] what we think is the basic principle in

forming higher structures.

2. The H -Principle

(I) Observation and Detection.

Given a collection of objects that we want to study and give
a structure. First we observe the objects and detect or assign
their properties, states, etc. This is the semantic part of the
process. Finally we may also select special objects.

(II) Binding.

A procedure to produce new objects from collections of old ob-
jects by “binding” them in some way. This is the syntactic part
of the process.

(III) Levels.

Iterating the described process in the following way: forming
bonds of bonds and — important! — using the detected and
observed properties at one level in forming the next level. This
is iteration in a new context and not a recursive procedure. It
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combines syntax and semantics in forming a new level. Connec-
tions between levels are given by specifying how to dissolve a
bond into lower level objects. When bonds have been formed to
constitute a new level, observation and detection are like find-
ing “emergent properties” of the process.

These three steps are the most important ones, but we include three
more in the general principle.

(IV) Local to global.

Describing a procedure of how to move from the bottom (local)
level through the intermediate levels to the top (global) level
with respect to general properties and states. The importance
of the level structure lies in the possibility of manipulating the
systems levelwise in order to achieve a desired global goal or
state. This can be done using “globalizers” — an extension of
sections in sheaves on Grothendieck sites (see [9]).

(V) Composition.

A way to produce new bonds from old ones. This means that
we can compose and produce new bonds on a given level, by
“gluing” (suitably interpreted) at lower levels. The rules may
vary and be flexible due to the relevant context.

(VI) Installation.

Putting a level structure satisfying I–V on a set or collection of
objects in order to perform an analysis, synthesis or construc-
tion in order to achieve a given goal. The objects to be studied
may be introduced as bonds (top or bottom) in a level structure.

Synthesis: The given collection is embedded at the bottom
level.

Analysis: The given collection is embedded at the top level.

Synthesis facilitates local to global processes and dually, analysis
facilitates global to local processes by defining localizers dual to glob-
alizers, see [10].
The steps I–VI are the basic ingredients of what we call the Hyper-

structure Principle or in short the H -principle. (Corresponding to
“The General Principle” in [4].) In our opinion it reflects the basic way
in which we make or construct things.
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Let us illustrate this in terms of category theory:

(1) Observation and detection: we decide the structure of the ob-
jects like topological spaces, groups, etc.

(2) Binding : morphisms bind objects — in an ordered way, contin-
uous maps, homomorphisms, etc.

(3) Levels : we consider morphisms of morphisms of . . . in forming
higher categories. Observation, detection and assignment be-
come more indirect, but ought to play a more significant role.

(4) Local to global : at one level think of a Grothendieck sheaf on a
site.

(5) Composition: composition of morphisms etc. in the ordinary
sense.

(6) Installation: giving a collection of objects (like “all groups”) a
categorical structure.

3. A categorical implementation of the H -principle

In order to illustrate how the H -principle may be applied in an
ordinary categorical setting we take the following example from [4]:
Let C be a category and P : C

op ! Sets a functor called a presheaf.
The category of elements of P , denoted by

Z

C

P ,

is given as follows.

Objects:
(C, p) where C is an object in C and p 2 P (C).

Morphisms:
(C 0, p0)! (C, p) are the morphisms u : C 0 ! C in C such that
Pu : P (C)! P (C 0) and Pu(p) = p0.

For this construction see [22].
Then a possible way to contruct a categorical hyperstructure is as

follows: Start with a collection of objects X0.
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Observation:

X0  C0

� category

C0  C0 or

SetsC
op

C
J
0

...

⌦0 : C
op
o ! Sets (Spaces, categories or other structures)

� presheaf

Binding:

�0 =

Z

C0

⌦0

� category of elements

B0 : �
op
0 ! Sets (Spaces,. . .)

� presheaf

Levels:

C1 =

Z

�0

B0

Iterating this process by making the appropriate choices we get
a hyperstructure:

H = {C0,C1, . . . ,Cn}
where

Cm =

Z

�m�1

Bm�1

=

Z

R

Cm�1

⌦m�1

Bm�1

for 1 6 m < n.

In category theory it is often very useful to apply the nerve construc-
tion to a category (even higher ones) in order to associate a space from
which topological information can be extracted. In the present con-
struction the “nerve” of H would mean the nerve of Cn constructed
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inductively. The point to be made is that the Nerve(H ) = |H | makes
sense and may be useful in this context.

4. From morphisms to bonds

In category theory we consider an ordered pair of objects (X, Y ) and
assign a set Mor(X, Y ) of morphisms. Intuitively the morphisms bind
the objects together. We suggest to extend the picture to a collection
of objects C = {Xi}i2I .
The collection could be ordered or non-ordered. We prefer to present

here the ideas in the non-ordered case. Hence we assign a set of bonds
to the collection

B = B(C ).

B may sometimes be empty.
The elements are mechanisms “binding” the collection in some way

— extending morphisms. Let us look at some examples.

Relations. A relation R ✓ X1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ Xn gives a bond of tuples of
elements R(x1, . . . , xn) if and only if (x1, . . . , xn) 2 R.

Hypergraphs. Here we are given a set of vertices and the edges are
subsets of vertices, and they serve as bonds of these vertices.

Subspaces. Even more general, let Ai, i = 1, . . . , n be suitable sub-
spaces of X and Ai ✓ X. X is then a bond of {Ai}. An interesting
case is when Ai and X are open subsets of a larger space Y .

Simplicial complexes. Given a simplicial complex K based on ver-
tices {v0, . . . , vq}. Then the simplices may be interpreted as bonds.

Cobordisms. LetW, {Vi}i=1,...,k be manifolds such that @W = [Vi (Vi

are the boundary components). We will then call W a bond of {Vi}.

The basic idea: Instead of assigning a set Mor(X, Y ) to every ordered
pair of objects, we will assign a set of bonds to any collection of objects
— finite, infinite or uncountable:

Bond(X, Y, Z, . . .) or Bond(c 2 C )

C being a collection or parametrized family of objects. We may also
consider ordered collections or collections with other additional prop-
erties. Bonds extend morphisms in categories and higher bonds create
levels and extend higher morphisms (natural transformations and ho-
motopies, etc.) in higher categories. This will be the basis for the
creation of new global states.
Bonds are more general than these examples. But prior to the bond

assignment is the process of observation, detection and assignment of
properties like: manifolds, subspaces, points, vertices, etc. This will
become more important when forming levels. Before studying level
formation we will discuss property and bond assignments.
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Why do we need such an extension from graphs, higher categories,
etc. to hyperstructures? In previous papers [2–18] — to which we refer
the reader — we have given many examples to illustrate this: higher
order links, higher cobordisms and many more examples where we have
group interactions instead of just pair interactions. The essence is that
many multiagent interactions require a hyperstructure framework.
Here we just refer to these previous papers for examples and motiva-

tion since our goal here is to discuss what we consider is the essence of
a philosophy of the mathematics of higher structures — outlining the
possibilities for new constructions to be carried out in the future.

5. Property and bond assignments

Properties. By properties here we include: properties, states, phases,
etc. Collections we consider as subsets of some given set X, meaning
that a collection S 2P(X) — the power set of X. In many situations
one may just consider structured subsets of P(X), but the ideas remain
the same. Similar to the example in Section 3. We may consider P(X)
as a category with inclusions as morphisms in some cases.
Even if the ⌦’s and B’s (to be defined later in this section) are

just general assignments we may ask how they behave with respect to
unions and intersections — even if they are not functors. We may look
for analogues of pullback and pushout preservation. In many cases
we do not find this and it may lead to new kinds of mathematical
structures. This applies to both ⌦ and B assignments.
We consider assignments

⌦ : P(X)! Sets

(or having target something more general like a higher category). Should
⌦ be a functor, meaning that

S 0 ✓ S

implies (contravariantly)

⌦(S 0) ⌦(S)

or (covariantly)

⌦(S 0)! ⌦(S)?

In many situations this would be natural.

What about

⌦(S 0 [ S)

in terms of ⌦(S 0) and ⌦(S) where certainly S 0 \ S = ; is allowed?
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S1

S2

S1 \ S2

Figure 1. Collections for state and bond assignments.

How does ⌦(S1 [ S2) relate to ⌦(S1), ⌦(S2) and ⌦(S1 \ S2)?

(1) If ⌦ is a covariant functor then

S1 \ S2 S1

S1 S1 [ S2

7!
⌦(S1 \ S2) ⌦(S1)

⌦(S1) ⌦(S1 [ S2)

(where ⌦(S1 [ S2) = ⌦(S1) t⌦(S1\S2) ⌦(S2)) which in some sit-
uations may be required to be a pushout.

If ⌦ is contravariant, we may require a pullback:

⌦(S1 [ S2) ⌦(S2)

⌦(S1) ⌦(S1 \ S2)

But there are situations in the general setting where none of
these conditions are satisfied. We need to go beyond (co)-
presheaves.

(2) In some situations one may require a function or assignment '
such that

⌦(S1 [ S2) = '
�
⌦(S1),⌦(S2),⌦(S1 \ S2)

�
.

' may be thought of as a generalized limit in particular in the
case of a union of an arbitrary collection of S’s.
Properties or elements in ⌦(S1 [ S2) not in or coming from

⌦(S1) or ⌦(S2) may be thought of as “emergent” properties.

The theory should be developed in both the cases 1 and 2. In general
the only assignment of “emergent” properties is by “observation” —
“the whole is more than the sum of its parts.”
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Bonds. We now consider collections S with a property !, ! 2 ⌦(S)
and form

� = {(S,!) | ! 2 ⌦(S)}.
We want to study the “mechanisms” that can bind the elements of S
together to some kind of unity. This is done by an assignment

B : �! Sets,

where B(S,!) is the set of bonds of S.
If ⌦ and B are both functors we proceed by known mathematical

tools. If one of them or both fail to be functors we need to develop
new mathematical methods.
If

(S1 \ S2,!12) (S1,!1)

(S2,!2) (S1 [ S2,!)

it is sometimes natural to require that

B(S1 \ S2,!12) B(S1,!1)

B(S2,!2) B(S1 [ S2,!)

is a pushout, or

B(S1 \ S2,!12) B(S1,!1)

B(S2,!2) B(S1 [ S2,!)

a pullback. But sometimes these conventional notions fail and one may
proceed in di↵erent ways.
Bonds (B) (like morphisms) represent the syntactic part of the struc-

ture. Observation (⌦) — missing in (Higher) Category Theory — rep-
resent the semantic part.
For property assignments ⌦ we may introduce operations: Given

(S1,!1) and (S2,!2), !1 2 ⌦(S1) and !2 2 ⌦(S2), we may define

!1 � !2 = '(!1,!2) 2 ⌦(S1 [ S2), for S1 and S2 disjoint.

Whenever a tensor product exists we may require:

⌦(S1 [ S2) = ⌦(S1)⌦ ⌦(S2).

Whenever we introduce several levels properties will automatically de-
pend on previous properties in a cumulative way and take care of levels.
Bonds are di↵erent, composing and gluing at di↵erent levels. Before
elaborating that we need to discuss and specify the formation of levels.
First let us give two examples.
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Example 1. Given two sets of agents (S1 and S2) with specific skills
(or products). In analogy with functorial assignments we will consider:

(1) Let ⌦ assign collective skills. Then ⌦(S1) and ⌦(S2) will not
necessarily map into ⌦(S1\S2). Hence no “pullback property”.

(2) Let ⌦ assign individual skills to S1 and S2. Then ⌦(S1) and
⌦(S2) will not map into ⌦(S1 [ S2). Hence no “pushout prop-
erty”.

(3) Similarly for bonds, for example, formed by using skills to make
certain products.

Example 2. Given two sets of agents with specific skills (the ⌦-part)
and a mechanism or organization binding them together to produce
specific products (the B-part).
The groups may intersect — have agents in common — but the in-

tersection may be unable to produce the products. Hence no restriction
maps or “pullback property” for bonds.
Furthermore, we may consider the union of two groups which will

clearly be able to produce the products of the groups, but the union
may produce many more (for example composites). Hence, union is
not preserved and no “pushout property” for bonds.

6. Levels

In higher categories we move from objects and morphisms to mor-
phisms of morphisms, etc. In the case of continuous maps we pass to
homotopies, homotopies of homotopies, etc. This is how higher levels
of structure arise.
In our situation we will now create higher levels by introducing bonds

of bonds, etc. Let us start with collections of objects from a basic set
X0. Then we introduce as we described

⌦0,�0, B0.

We let the assignments — whether functorial or not — be sets, but as
we will point out later we may assign much more general structures.
(For example, 1-groupoids or 1-categories as suggested by V. Vo-
evodsky in a private discussion.)
In forming the next level we define:

X1 = {b0 | b0 2 B0(S0,!0), S0 2P(X0) and !0 2 ⌦0(S0)}.

Depending on the situation we now can choose ⌦1 and B1 according to
what we want to construct or study and then repeat the construction.
This is not a recursive procedure since new properties and bonds

arise at each level.
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Hence a higher order architecture or structure of order n is described
by:

Hn :

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

X0, ⌦0, �0, B0

X1, ⌦1, �1, B1

...

Xn, ⌦n, �n, Bn.

At the technical level we require that

Bi(Si,!i) \ Bi(S
0
i,!

0
i) = ;

for Si 6= S 0
i (“a bond knows what it binds”) in order to define the @i’s

below, or we could just require that the @i’s exist.
The level architectures are connected by “boundary” maps as follows:

@i : Xi+1 !P(Xi)

defined by
@i(bi) = Si (dissolving bonds)

and maps
Ii : Xi ! Xi+1

such that @i � Ii = id. Ii gives a kind of “identity bond”. B0 may also
contain identity bonds.
The extensions allowing bindings of subsets or subcollections of higher

power sets add many new types of architectures of hyperstructures. See
[6, 9] for examples.

Definition. We call the system

Hn = {(Xi,⌦i,�i, Bi, @i) | i = 0, . . . , n}
a hyperstructure of order n.

This definition is made very general to illustrate the key idea. In
order to develop the definition and theory further mathematically ad-
ditional conditions will have to be added as pointed out in Section
5 and then it will branch o↵ in several directions depending on the
situation under consideration, but with the H -structure as a common
denominator. Our intention is also to cover areas and problems outside
of mathematics which again may give rise to new mathematics.

7. Composition of bonds

In the study of collections of objects we emphasize the general no-
tion of bonds including relations, functions and morphisms. We get
richer structures when we have composition rules of various types of
bonds. Such compositions should take into account the higher order
architecture giving bonds a level structure.
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We experience this situation in higher categories where we want to
compose morphisms of any order. Suppose that we are given two n-
morphisms f and g. They may not be compatible at level n for com-
position in the sense that

target(f) = source(g).

But in a precise way we can iterate source and target maps to get down
to lower levels, and it may then happen that at level p we have

targetnp (f) = sourcenp (g).

Hence composition makes sense at level p and we write the composition
rule as

⇤n
p

and the composed object as

f ⇤n
p g.

In a similar way we can introduce composition rules for bonds in a
general hyperstructure H . Let an and bn be bonds at level n in H .
Then we get to the lower levels via the boundary maps

@i : Xi+1 !P(Xi)

and search for compatibility in the sense that

@p � · · · � @n�1(an) = @p � · · · � @n�1(bn)

or we may just require a weaker condition like

@p � · · · � @n�1(an) \ @p � · · · � @n�1(bn) 6= ;
in order to have a composition defined:

an⇤n
p bn

For bonds in a hyperstructure we may even compose bonds at dif-
ferent levels: am, bn compatible at level p via boundary maps, allow us
to define

am
m⇤

p

n bn

as an m-bond for m > n. Compositional rules are needed and will
appear elsewhere.
Composition may be thought of as a kind of geometric gluing. We

consider the bonds as spaces, binding collections of families of sub-
spaces, these again being bonds, etc. By the “boundary” maps we go
down to a level where these are compatible, gluable bond spaces along
which we may glue the bonds within the type of spaces we consider.
This applies for example to higher cobordisms.
Compositional rules will be needed, but they will depend on the

specific structures under study. For example we may require strict
associativity and/or commutativity or we may just require it up to a
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higher bond. The point we are just trying to make is that there are a
lot of choices in the development of the further theory.
We have here for notational reasons suppressed the !’s (proper-

ties/states), but they are included in a compatible way.
Therefore hyperstructures o↵er the framework for a new kind of

higher order gluing in which the level architecture plays a major role.
We will pursue this in the next sections.

8. States

Having introduced hyperstructures we may now assign states (prop-
erties, etc.) to them:

⇤ : H  S

where S is a structure representing the states — in fact S may be
a level structure, a hyperstructure in itself. All assignments are made
level compatible. Furthermore, ⇤ takes level to level and may even
be of a cumulative nature. The important point is assigning states to
bonds.
This means that

⇤ = {⇤i}, S = {Si}
and

⇤0 takes values in Sn
...

⇤i takes values in Sn�i
...

⇤n takes values in S0.

The degree of structure preservation may depend on the situation in
question.
Even if our starting hyperstructure H is very simple — like a mul-

tilevel decomposition of some space — it may be very useful to assign
rather complex states in order to act on the system. This point is
dicussed in [12, Section 5.1 — H -formation] where we suggest that
S may be a hyperstructure of higher types being hyperstructures of
hyperstructures . . .
For state assignments there is a plethora of new possibilities, extend-

ing assignments in topological quantum field theory (TQFT). In such
a level structure (hyperstructure) of states

S = {S0,S1, . . . ,Sn}
Sn represents the local states associated with the lowest level bonds
B0, and S0 represents the global states associated with the top bonds
Bn.
As pointed out in [8, 9, 12] it is important to have level connecting

assignments making it possible to pass from local to global states. Of
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course this is not always possible. We will discuss a way of doing this by
using generalized multilevel gluing. We use state here in a general sense
including observables and properties as well. The important thing is
that we in H -structures have levels of observables, states, properties,
etc., not just local and global.

9. Local to global

Hyperstructures are useful tools in passing from local situations to
global ones in collection of objects. In this process the level structure
is important. We will here elaborate the discussion of multilevel state
systems in [8] following [9]
In mathematics we often consider situations locally at open sets cov-

ering a space and then glue together basically in one stroke — meaning
there are just two levels local and global, no intermediate levels. In
many situations dominated by a hyperstructure this is not su�cient.
We need a more general hyperstructured way of passing from local to
global in general collections.
Let us o↵er two of our intuitions regarding this process. Geometri-

cally we think of a multilevel nested family of spaces, like manifolds
with singularities represented by manifolds with multinested bound-
aries or just like higher dimensional cubes with iterated boundary struc-
ture (corners, edges,. . .). With two such structures we may then glue
at the various levels of the nesting (Figure 2).
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⇢ ⇢

⇢ ⇢

Z1

Z2

Zn

Y

Figure 2. Gluing possibility at various levels

Furthermore, study how states and properties may be “globalized”,
meaning putting local states coherently together to global states.
Biological systems are put together by multilevel structures from cells

into tissues, organs etc. constituting an organism. Much of biology is
about understanding how cell-states determine organismic states. The
hyperstructure concept is in fact inspired by biological systems.
In order to extend the discussion of multilevel state systems in [8]

we need to generalize and formulate in a hyperstructure context the
following mathematical notions (see, for example, [22]):

• Sieve
• Grothendieck Topology
• Site
• Presheaf
• Sheaf
• Descent
• Stack
• Sheaf cohomology
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Let us start with a given hyperstructure

H : {X0, . . . , Xn}
{⌦0, . . . ,⌦n}
{B0, . . . , Bn}
{@0, . . . , @n}

We will now suggest a series of new definitions.

Definition. A sieve on H is given as follows: at the lowest level X0

a sieve S on a bond b0(= b0(S0,!0)) is given by families of bonds {bj00 }
(covering families) and �1’s are compositional bonds in the family such
that

�1({bj00 }, b0) — the composition —

is also in the family. b0 may also be replaced by a family of bonds. (b0
may also be an identity bond.)
Bond composition with {bj00 } will produce new families in the sieve.
A sieve on H is then a family of such sieves (Sk)k=1,...,n — one for

each level.

We postpone connecting the levels until the definition of a Grothendieck
topology, but this could also have been added to the sieve definition.

Definition. A Grothendieck topology on H is given as follows: first
we define a Grothendieck topology for each level of bonds. Consider
level 0: to every bond b0 we assign a collection of sieves J(b0) such that

(i) (maximality), the maximal sieve on b0 is in J(b0)
(ii) (stability), let S 2 J(b0), b1(b00, b0), then in obvious notation

b⇤1(S) 2 J(b00)

(iii) (transitivity), let S 2 J(b0) and R any sieve on b0, b00 an element
of a covering family in S, b⇤1(R) 2 J(b00) for all b1 with b1(b00, b0),
then R 2 J(b0).

We call J(b0) a J-covering of b0.
This gives a Grothendieck topology for all levels of bonds, and we

connect them to a structure on all of H by defining in addition an
assignment J of (b0, . . . , bn) where bi 2 @ibi+1.
J(b0, . . . , bn) consists of families of sieves {bj00 } 2 J(b0), . . . , {bjnn } 2

J(bn) and bonds

�1, . . . , �n+1

such that

�1(b0, {bj00 }), . . . , �n+1(bn, {bjnn })
and bjii 2 @ib

ji+1

i+1 . In a diagram we have
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bn bn�1 · · · b0

{bjnn } {bjn�1
n�1 } · · · {bj00 }

J(bn) J(bn�1) J(b0).

@

�n+1

@

�n

@

�1

@

2

@

2

@

2

Clearly there are many possible choices of Grothendieck topologies,
and they will be useful in the gluing process and the creation of global
states. Examples will be discussed elsewhere, our main point here is to
outline the general ideas.

Definition. (H , J) is called a hyperstructure site when J is a
Grothendieck topology on the hyperstructure H .

Given

S = {S0,S1, . . . ,Sn}
Si being a hyperstructure and assignments such that

⇤0 takes values in Sn
...

⇤i takes values in Sn�i
...

⇤n takes values in S0.

Sometimes we may also assume that S is organized into a hyperstruc-
ture. We assume that we have bond compatibility of the ⇤i’s, preserva-
tion of bond composition and level connecting assignments �i (“dual”
to the @i’s and acting on collections of bond “states”) depending on
the Grothendieck topology J :

S0 S1 · · · Sn.
�1 �2 �n

The �i’s may be cumulative functional or relational assignments, and
the Si’s often have an algebraic structure. In the simplest case all the
Si’s could just be Sets. In defining the �’s levels matter in a cumulative
way and the �’s may be seen as level connectors and regulators. See
also [12].
We consider the ⇤i’s as a kind of “level presheaves” and the �i’s

giving a kind of “global matching families” — between levels in addition
to levelwise matching. However, if we have “functional” assignment
connectors �̂i’s on H :

S0 S1 · · · Sn
�̂1 �̂2 �̂n
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means that we get a unique state of global bond objects — like an amal-
gamation for presheaves but here across levels in addition to levelwise
amalgamation. Global bonds are “covered” as follows (see [8])

{b(in)} {b(in�1, in)} · · · {b(i0, . . . , in)}
@n�1 @n�2 @0

and states are being levelwise globalized in a cumulative way by

⇤n({b(in)}) ⇤n�1({b(in�1, in)}) · · · ⇤0({b(i0, . . . , in}).
�̂1 �̂2 �̂n

With a slight abuse of notation we write this as

⇤ : (H , J)! S

and define ⇤ = {⇤i} as a “presheaf” on (H , J) (Pre(H , J)) and when

� = {�̂i}
exists we have a unique global bond state. This is like a sheafification
condition and we call (�,⇤) a globalizer of the site (H , J) with respect
to ⇤.
⇤ with � extends the sheaf notion here, gluing within levels and

between levels.
A globalizer is a kind of higher order or hyperstructured sheaf cover-

ing all the levels. Dually we may also introduce “localizers” in a similar
way.
The existence of � contains the global gluing data and hence corre-

sponds to what is often called descent conditions and the hyperstruc-
ture collection S extends the notion of a stack over H . The “internal”
⌦-property assignments may also be required to satisfy these global-
izing conditions depending on the situation, sometimes we omit them
notationally. The details may be worked out in several directions.
Topological quantum field theories are examples of this kind of as-

signments. When higher cobordism categories of manifolds and cobor-
disms with boundaries, e.g. cobordism categories with singularities (see
[8]), are considered the assignments may take values in some “alge-
braic” higher category like higher vectorspaces or higher factorization
algebras.
Suppose that we have an assignment

⇤ : H ! S

and consider a bond bi at level i in H :

@ibi = {bji�1} for all i.

Then a globalizer will give an assignment
Y

j

⇤i�1(b
j
i�1)

�n�i+1����! ⇤i(bi).
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This shows that from a family of “things” of one kind, one can make
a “thing” of another (higher) kind at a higher level. One may view this
as a vast generalization of the concept of an operad (see [25]).
If the Si’s have a tensor type product we should require:

O

j

⇤i�1(b
j
i�1)! ⇤i(bi).

Sometimes when it makes sense

Sk = Sk�1,

like often in field theory, we may have

⇤i(bi) 2
O

j

⇤i�1(b
j
i�1)

and

bi �i

{bji�1} {�j
i�1}

@

⇤i

�

⇤i�1

extending pairings in TQFTs.
Also the “internal” property and state assignments in a hyperstruc-

ture may be considered as extended multilevel field theories

⌦k : Bk ! Sn�k

where then !k 2 ⌦k(bk) and collections {(bk,!k)} form the next level.
A generalized field theory in this sense

⇤ : H ! S

may be conceived as a bond between the hyperstructures H and S .
This picture may be extended to bonds of families of H -structures

B({Hi})
where the Hi’s could be a suitable mixture of geometric, topological
and algebraic hyperstructures.

10. Remarks

10.1. Installation. This means that we just have a set or collection
of objects — X — that we want to study and work with. This may
be facilitated by organizing X into a hyperstructure H (X) as argued
in previous papers [2–18]. This is analogues to the useful process of
organizing a collection of objects into a category. Then one may put
structure assignments on H (X) again

⇤ : H (X)! S

and iterate whenever needed.
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10.2. H -algebras. In an H -structure with bonds {B0, B1, . . . , Bn}
we may define operations or products of bonds by “gluing.” If bn and
b0n are bonds in Bn that are “gluable” at level k, then we “glue” them
into a new bond bn⇤n

k b
0
n:

bn b0n

bk b0k

@ � · · · � @ @ � · · · � @

“gluable” (having similar parts to be identified).

(H , {⇤n
k}) gives new forms of higher algebraic structures. We have

level operations {⇤k
k} and interlevel operations {⇤n

k}.
For geometric objects X and Y one may define a “fusion” product

X ⇤H Y

by using installed H -structures on H (X),H (Y ) and H (X tY ), see
[9].
As pointed out in the previous section if in an H -structure we are

given a bond bk binding {bik�1} the state assignments will give levelwise
assignments connected via a globalizer

⇤k�1({bik�1}) ⇤k(bk).

The globalizers act as generalized pairings connecting levels. In some
cases like factorization algebras connecting local to global observables
they may be isomorphisms (in perturbative field theories), see [1, 19],
but not in general.
An H -algebra will be an H -structure H with “fusion” operations
⇤ = {⇤n

k}. One may also add a “globalizer” (see [9]) and tensor-type
products as just described. The combination of a tensor product and
a globalizer is a kind of extension of a “multilevel operad.”

10.3. Hidden H -structures. In addition to the examples mentioned
in Section 4 there are well-known interesting structures that may be
viewed as hyperstructures:

(1) Higher categories in general with objects, morphisms, mor-
phisms of morphisms (2-morphisms), etc., see, for example,
Lurie [23, 24]. Globalizers and localizers extend to the ideas
of (iterated) spans, cospans and local systems in higher cate-
gories, see, for example, Lurie [23] and Haugseng [20].

(2) Higher cobordisms, cobordisms with singularities — cobordisms
of cobordisms . . . with iterated structural boundaries, see [8, 9].
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Observables may be states, tangential properties, cohomologi-
cal properties,. . .

(3) Syzygies and resolutions in homological algebra are examples of
structures of higher relations, see [21]. Hilbert’s syzygy theorem
states that ifM is a finitely generated module over a polynomial
ring in n variables over a field, then it has a free resolution
of length 6 n. In our language: there is an installment of a
hyperstructure on M of order 6 n.
Geometrically we see this for example in Adams resolutions

coming from a (co)-homology theory.

(4) Higher spaces may be built up gluing or linking together spaces
using (co)-homologically detected properties. For example glu-
ing two spaces through subspaces connected by a map or rela-
tion with certain (co)-homological properties. This process may
be iterated using possibly new (co)-homology theories forming
new levels and one gets spaces with hyperstructures. Hyper-
structures o↵er a method of describing a plethora of new spaces
needed in various situations. One may for example take fam-
ilies of general spaces, manifolds or simplicial complexes and
organize them into suitable H -structures giving H -spaces, H -
manifolds and H simplicial complexes combining syntax (com-
binatorics) and semantics ((co-)homology, homotopy, . . .).

10.4. H -spaces. What is a space? This is an old and interesting
question. We will here add some higher (order) perspectives. Often
spaces are given by open sets, metrics, etc. They all give rise to bindings
of points: open sets, “binding” its points, distance binding points, etc.
In many contexts (of genes, neurons, links, subsets and subspaces,

. . .) it seems more natural to specify the binding properties of space
by giving a hyperstructure — even in addition to an already existing
“space structure”. In order to emphasize the binding aspects of space
we suggest that a useful notion of space should be given by a set X
and a hyperstructure H on it. Such a pair (X,H ) we will call an
H -space. It tells us how the points or objects are bound together, see
[13] for an example.
Clearly there may be many such hyperstructures on a set. They may

all be collected into a larger hyperstructure — H
Total — which in a

sense parametrizes the others. Ordinary topological spaces will be of
order 0 with open sets as bonds. Through the bonds one may now
study the processes like fusion and fission in the space.
Our key idea is that “spaces” and “hyperstructures” are intimately

connected.
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In neuroscience one studies “space” through various types of cells:
place-, grid-, border-, speed-cells,. . ., see [11]. All this spatial informa-
tion should be put into the framework of a H -spaces with for example
firing fields as basic bonds. As pointed out, the binding problem fits
naturally in here, similarly “cognitive” and “evolutionary” spaces de-
fined by suitable hyperstructures. Higher cognition should be described
by H -spaces as well.
From a mathematical point of view simplicial complexes are also a

kind of hyperstructure based on the vertices and the simplices being
bonds. In a simplex all subsets of vertices are subsimplices. We have
discussed in [7, 16] that many bonds do not have this property. For
example a Brunnian bond is a bond of say n elements in such a way that
(n�1) are not bound together. These can be realized as Brunnian links
of various orders, see [7, 18]. We may therefore suggest the following:

Definition. A Brunnian complex consists of

(i) A set of vertices
(ii) A family of subsets F — the set of simplices, such that single-

tons are in F and so is ;.

This means only certain subsets are simplices, not all of them as in
simplicial complexes.

Figure 3. A Brunnian complex.

In Figure 3 we have a 2nd order Brunnian complex of 9 vertices and
3 simplices, see Figure 4 for the corresponding links.
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(a) Brunnian rings (b) 2nd order Brunnian rings

Figure 4. Links

11. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and formulate the basic
principles of higher structures occuring in science and nature in general
and in mathematics in particular. This suggests extensions of known
mathematical theory, but also leads to situations where new mathe-
matical theory has to be developed. This program of Hyperstructures
may go in many directions and we just consider this paper as an eye
opener of where to go in the future.
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